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BREAK EVEN IN RACES

STOP TROLLEY ABUSES

HERE GIVES RESULTS

MAY BE INAUGURATED

BASKETBALL

GAMES

FURNISH EXCITEMENT

NI

OF STUDY OF GRADES
PRES. BOARDMAN DEPLORES
FOR CARNIVAL CROWD
PRES. BOARDMAN DECLARES
STUDENT PRACTICE AND
NORTHEASTERN RUNNERS ARE
MR. ALVIN C. EURICH FINDS THAT MATTER UP TO STUDENT
VARSITY PLAYERS CONQUER
HOPES IT WILL STOP
BODY
DEFEATED WHILE N. H.
FRATERNITY MEN ARE
TEAM OF ALUMNI STARS
President H. S. Boardman recently reIS WINNER
Whether
there will be regular chapel
OF RECENT YEARS
AVERAGE STUDENTS
ceived a call from officials of the Bangor
assemblies in the future or not, depends
Sm
Hydro-Electric Company in regard to a
entirely
on
the
student
body,
declared
Feature
Times
Races
Fast
misuse of the facilities offered by the
Frosh Aggregation Strong
Interesting Facts Shown
President Boardman at the first winter
St
electric car line. It appears that
AT TWO BOSTON MEETS
NI-- - -

SI

---

for some
time certain students have attempted to
"beat their way" and obtain free rides
upon the cars by lowering the rear fender
and using it as a means of support. Although the company considered the attempt to evade the fare a distinct breach
of law and etiquette they considered the
danger to life and limb far more serious
and expressed belief that they were likely to be involved not only in a law suit
hut also with the Public Utilities Commission should an accident occur under
such conditions. They haw made various unsuccessful attempts to prevent such
practice without evoking the aid of the
law and now feel that the time has arrived when more stringent action must
be taken.
President Boardman, ill commenting on
the matter, said, "I know that all fairminded students will see the position in
which the company is placed and will remember the many courtesies which the
officials have extended to the University,
and will use their best efforts to see fair
play. The corporation is a public utility
and as such has the privilege of receiving
a just compensation for carrying its patrons and may take proper precautions
against accidents. I think I can fully appreciate and enjoy a legitimate college
prank but I cannot see the justice in an
attempt to defraud the company by evading the fare. I sincerely hope that the
students will show the same courtesy to
the company which they show to us."

-

assembly held Monday morning in AlumSaturday afternoon witnessed the reThat "a fraternity environment does ni
Hall.
turn to basketball circles at the Univernot affect the scholastic achievement of
If this assembly was indicative of the
sity of Maine, several stars of past Pale
the average college student" is the conclustudent sentiment, then we will undoubtedBlue teams when the varsity basketball
sion based by Alvin C. Eurich, instruc- ly
have chapel, for at this meeting, when
team conquered a team representing the
tor in public speaking at the University the
new organ was played for the first
Alumni 37-28. The game itself was inof Maine in 1925-26, upon a comparative time,
the hall was filled to capacity with
teresting to watch and was replete with
study of the grades received by fraternity students compelled
to stand along the
surprises. The Alumni started off strong
and non-fraternity men at the University back of the
room and in the balcony.
but condition soon told and the varsity
of Maine in a period of eleven years.
The program was as follows:
seizing the advantage forged ahead never
Mr. Eurich's research, which was done
Assembly Incoming Prelude
Organ to be headed. Team work was prevalent
at the University in connection with gradInvocation
Choir among the older team that is rarely seen
uate study for the degree of Master of
University Hymn
among teams got together with so little
Arts, is published in the November 12
Lord's Prayer
In Unison preparation. The Alumni presented a
issue of "School and Society." Mr. EurMr. Irving Pierce strong team that was a shade of
ich is now a member of the faculty of Tenor Solo
past
Short Address
l'resident Boardman great teams at the University.
the University of Minnesota.
Address Professor Raymond C. Brooks
The stunmary
"In the specific research." Mr. Eurich's
Pomona College, Clairmont, Calif. VARSITY (37)
thesis states, "the registrar's records for
(28) ALUMNI
Assembly Outgoing Postlude
Organ • lvester, rf 1 (1)
lb, Ilanscom
2,817 students at the Unisersity of Maine
The President said that for the first Stone, rf 2
3, lb, Everett
were scrutinized. Among the facts
rf
singled out fur attention were 36,174 time in two generations the University •
ilf,
1, rb, Berg
marks which these students received in has an organ, and that for over one genf,
certain freshman and sophomore subjects. eration Maine has been without regular
liartley, If
"The records of the first two years of chapel assemblies.
Ile went on to say that the popularity Branscom, c 4
2 (5), c. lake
the student were considered more valuable
than the junior and senior years for the of chapel has in the past risen and fallen, Gray, c 1
1 (I), If, Kamenkov itz
purpose of determining the relative sig- now it seems to be the students themselves Gillespie, rb
4, rf, Epstein
nificance of fraternity environment, as who desire it, and it is up to them whether Abbott, lb 2 (4)
rf, Carter
those are the critical years of the student. they have it or not.
The Freshmen also did their share of
Then, too, there have been cases in the
President Boardman then introduced
past when fraternities recognized their the speaker of the morning, Prof. Ray- entertaining the Winter Carnival enthusischolastic standing as being low and mond Cumming Brooks, D.D., of Clair- asts by beating the E.M.C.S. outfit 47-35
sought to affiliate non-fraternity members mont, California. Dr. Brooks who is in a fast encounter that was enjoyable to
of the upper classes whose scholastic head of the department of religion at watch. Starting the game rather slowly
as erage has been markedly high."
Pomona College is one of the chief the Freshmen found themselves on the
Strictly mathematical interpretation of speakers at the Convocation Conference short cod of the Sc'ire at the end of the
Nt
half. But the third period saw the Freshthe data which he collected, Mr. Eurich this week in Bangor.
states, indicates that the non-fraternity
Dr. Brooks spoke briefly on the great men instilled vk ith new life and in the
men are superior to the fraternity men in changes the world is going through, politi- first few minutes put in enough baskets to
freshman subjects, in the sophomore sub- cally, socially, and religiously, and said get ahead from which position they were
jects of the Colleges of Technology and that three great ideas had so far perme- not to be removed. Breton played well
for the Freshmen, but as usual the teamDean Bean, at a recent mass meeting
Upon the invitation of President Agriculture, and in the total for all the ated the world. They are Jesus Christ,
of the women students, informed the co- Boardman, Governor Brewster has ap- marks studied. The reverse appears to the new views of science, and democracy. work of the yearlings was the outstandds that no longer was the career of a pointed a committee to advise and give be true, he continues, for the sophomore lk concluded then by maintaining that ing feature of the tussle. Viles and Caskwmati limited to the two
fields-un- assistance to President Boardman in the subjects of the Arts College.
when these three important ideas are sidy played well for the prep school agcommon
however,"
by
sense,
"Guided
doubtedly broad, and yet perhaps overfull Educational Survey of the State, which
combined, a new order will be originated gregation.
The summary:
marriage and teaching. Almost is being conducted by the University of the paper asserts, "one must immediately and will lead to great things.
recognize that the actual differences are
MAINE FRESHMEN (47)
:imitless opportunities are open to the Maine.
insignificant as shown in the detailed
woman college graduate, and the women
(35) E. M. C. S.
The committee is composed of Dr. A.
study. As a result of totaling such a large TWO NEW COURSES ARE
:it Maine are to be shown these possibiliHickson,
rf
lb, Cassidy
L. Thomas, State Commissioner of Edu- number
of marks the probable errors of
ties.
lb, Todd
cation; Dr. Kenneth C. M. Sills, Presi- the differences
become so small that it
Dean Bean went on to outline the plan
OF INTEREST TO MANY Garrett, If
rb, %V. Witham
dent of Bowdoin College; Dr. Clifton makes the differences themselves arqxtar
of vocational guidance to be followed at
Anderson, If
-Adrb, Kaulotis
D. Gray, President of Bates College; significant.
Maine. The A.A.U.W. has kindly ofj. If. Iluddilston, professor oi the ['owe, c
c, W it ham
Honorable Herbert E. Wardsworth,
"The conclusion of this study, then Greek language and Literature, has anfered to secure the services of Miss
c, Clark
President of the Board of Trustees of needs
no further emphasis as an essential nounced that he will give a new course Eniersuim, rb
Jackson. a well-known vocational guidIf,
Simpson
Colby College; W. B. Mallen, Principal
(Continued on Page Four)
ance expert. Miss Jackson will be at
during the present spring semester called Barker, rb
If,
%Vhite
William
of Farmington Normal School;
the University on February fourteenth
Masterpieces of .Irt. scheduled the Breton, lb
rf, Viles
B. Jack, Superintendent of Schools of
to discuss the professional fields now
fourth hour. Tuesday and Thursday. This
Referee, Wasgatt.
Portland; E. E. Roderick, Superintendent
open to woman and to ads ise and instruct
course
is.
intended
to
point
the
way
to
Teams
representing New I lampshire
of
of Schools in Belfast, and President
my students desiring information in any
art appreciation and will deal with mat- State visited and conquered the Maine
the Maine Teachers' Association; Mrs.
rich!. Miss Jackson was here last year.
ters of universal interest. It is open to varsity and Freshman teams a week ago.
Arthur S. Staples of Auburn, and Mrs
all
students.
l'ut owing to lack of previous organization
The sarsity won from Maine 27-24 and
John P. Scholfield, President of the FedDr. Jacob Segall is to be visiting prothe full benefit of her valuable services
The
the
course
exceptional
Freshmen won 28-26.
is
an
opportunPortland.
of
Clubs
%Vomen's
eration of
fessor at Northwestern University dur- ity to develop alf mg
%%ere not realized by as many students
cultural
lines,
and
The
Freshmen have had a successful
Lutes,
President Boardman and Dr.
ing the coming sunimer session. He is considerable interest
is was desirable. This year Dean Bean,
has already Leen season on the polished surface thus far
Education
at
Department
of
the
head
of
to give two courses, one in the Modern shown since its
ith the hearty cooperation of the Allannouncement. It was and Coach Kenyon is well satisfied at the
Maine Women, has prepared forms which the University, will go to New York French drama which is to open to gradu- first given during the summer session last
creditable showing made by the Frosh.
Leonard,
Di- ate students only, awl the other a third
ail woman students must fill out. These soon to meet Dr. Robert J.
sear. and was extremely popular with There are not any individual stars but
of
Education
of
School
of
the
year course for undergraduates.
state three branches of after college work rector
summer students. Practical illustrations rather a coordinating team composed of
in which the student would be interested. Columbia University, who has been enDr. Segall has taught at the U. of M. are drawn from the present trend of
individuals who play well together. As
will
consulting expert. They
since 1903, first as professor of Romance architecture in New York City and a yet Coach
If a sufficient number of students reg- gaged as
Kenyon has had little chance
to
present
to
plan
tentative
Languages, and since 1915 as head of the survey of these origins is contemplated.
ister interest in a subject, a group will be make out a
to experiment with substitutes and so
the advisory board for their discussion.
French Department. Ile was graduated Professor Iluddilston in commenting on does not
iormed and a professional man will he
feel sure that the best team is
The Economic Educational Survey from the Lycec, Jasss. Rumania in 1884 the course, stated that one of his sumsecured to speak to that group on the
on
the
floor,
but with the coming of a few
,ssibilities. merits, requirements for, will attempt to answer two questions. with the degrees (if ILL. and B S., and mer session students who came from easier games the
substitutes will get a
in
took his doctor's degree at Columbia in New York said, after cotnpleting the chance to show
aid benefits, social and financial, to be de- What is going to be the probable call
wares anti it is postheir
the
for
education
higher
the state for
1893.
Aved from their professions.
course, that she was going back home sible that ,aime of the regulars may he
ten or fifteen years, and how can
Before coming to Maine Dr. Segall more able to appreciate the masterpieces displaced. The Freshmen hung a 31-23
On February tenth there will be a next
institutions of higher learning in the taught at Cornell, and McGill Universi- in New York's architecture.
the
lieeting Of student interest groups to talk
defeat on the Big Green of Hebron just
call, are the two sub- ties and the College of the City of New
..%er the possibilities of the various pro- state best meet that
College
of
the
before finals started. Varsity material is
of
Choke,
Dean
Techjects of the investigation.
York.
nology, has also announced a new course lurking with this year's searling team
fessions. It is important that those iiiThe ultimate aim of the sursey, says
During the war he was in charge of for the spring semester, called Applied and a pleasant future seems ahead.
crested in this vocational work attend
Boardman, is to collect data to use the foreign press information bureau Engineering to be given the eighth hour
Dr.
Its meeting.
IL
a ten year program for the under the U. S. Food Administration at on Thursday. This course will be gisen
There will be a meeting of Sigma Xi,
The purpose of this %%ork is to give as a basis for
University. Such a program, if apprised %Vashington, D. C. After the war he in the form of lectures by prominent and February 14, at 4.20 P.M., Auhert 204.
tudents an idea of the many directions
the State would allow for a definite served with the American Relief Admin- well-qualified men who are in the engi- Dr. Fitch, professor of physics will speak
by
'1 which women's professional work is
income for the Unisersity. and plans istration abroad, and was located in Par- neering business. The lectures are not on Electrons.
•cing extended.
might be made according to it.
to he of a purely engineering nature, and
IL
is, London, Trieste and Belgrade.
It is hoped that this work will develop
Two people
Dr. Segall is a member of the National it is not confined to technology students
into a personnel system for the women
Two dates
Association, and the only. 1%'hile engineering will be the pre- tudents of the University of Maine.
At the recent house election Clara Modern Language
dominant
human
note.
in
busifactors
the
New
Tonight,
Association
of
Language
Modern
.Later in the year Dean Bean plans to Elizabeth Sawyer was chosen president of
Two exams
Re inters iews to each girl in which Balentine Hall and Marguerite Joyce • England He is the author of a number ness will be included, and should be of
Tomorrow,
and a frequent interest to all students in the university.
personnel work will be further de- Stanh y, vice-president, for the spring se- of books. dnd translations,
will
given
only
Credit
to
be
seniors.
journals.
Too
bad
educational
contributor
to
eloped.
mester.
During the recent period of holidays
?) the varsity relay fliers won a race
and dropped one. At the K. of C. games
held in Boston the 28th of January Maine
beat Northeastern by a sizable margin
in one of the best races of the evening
although Maine was never headed by the
runners of Northeastern.
Berenson was lead-off tnan for Maine.
Niles ran in second position and was followed by Porter running third. Captain
Thompson ran anchor and turned in a
strong performance.
The next weekend the fliers again
journeyed to Boston, this time to run in
ihe 11.A.A. meet against New Hampshire
-gate. Berenson grabbed the pole at the
'ieginning and held it until the last lap
when the New Hampshire man tried to
pios him and succeeded. In passing the
'atoll to Niles a twisted mass found the
baton on the ground. By the time it was
recovered and Niles had finished his running New Hampshire was leading by
about thirty yards. Porter running third
and1 Lee Wescott running fourth could not
seem to make up the loss of yardage and
omsequently Maine lost by about sixtyfive yards. The Boston papers speak of
it as being one of the best races of the
evening. New Hampshire's time was
equal to that of Harvard, and faster than
that of either Bates, Bowdoin, or Colby.
3i WL4+:11 kt their race.; e:icept Bates
who won both a quarter and a half mile
relay. Time, 3m. 33 3-5s.

Vocational Guidance
Gov. Brewster Appoints
Will Be Given to Women
Committee For Survey

Dr. Segall to Teach at
Northwestern University

THE

MAINE

CAMPUS

The musk, which was furnished by
college man of ludo is keenls interested
the
Lapis Lazuli Lads frotn Lincoln,
the
in morals. There was a time when
had
been run to earth through the
Established 1849
praisecollege man went about with some air of
worthy efforts of Statile) Gordon
Winch
Published Thursdays during the college year gusto in describing his antics and code.
Open House night—the night when the of Scotland Back-yards. Prof. and Mrs.
by the students of the UnRersity or Maine.
Member of New Engla;.d Intercollegiate But times change and there are mans
Through the efforts of the A.A.C.W. whole campus seems to burst suddenly in- Evans and Mrs. McDonough chaperoned.
Newspaper Association.
burly alumni who mournfully state that and All-Maine Women, Miss Florence to jazz and lighted shields were seen over
At Phi Gamma Delta, Fiji
hospitality
FAitor.in•L'hief
__Otto A. Swickert.
"the good old days are gone." The col- Jackson, of NVellesley, one of the best the doorways of esery frat house; the was shown to the tunes of the elite Colby
Managing Editor . __George F Mahoney, '29 lege students of today do not present the known socational guidance leaders in the night when couples go from one house' Collegians. This orchestra was extremeAssociate IF dour
__Dorothy M Steward, '28
(Suited States, will isit the University, to another to have a few dances, look ly popular last year at open
house. and
same problem to faculties as the former
February 14. Miss Jackson is employed the people over, exchange "Hellos" and the large number of guests
Contributing Editors
during t1
I generation did, and we have a faint sus- part time by 1Vellesley alumnae, and in
then go on to the next; the night when evening showed that they had not las
News ‘1A'omenr . ....Marguerite J. Stanley, '29 .
-----------------Matthew Williams, '28 picion that there will be many a faint addition, she travels to various schools students and other people attending the forgotten. Mrs. H.
Sports
Plummer was ti
Sports iM omen/
... Mary L. Mahoney, '151
Socta!
Eunice St. acks.,n, '29 "amen to this statement, when it is read. and colleges ill the interest of vocational University forget the wear and tear of patroness, with W. Jones as
chairman
guidance for women. Colby is cooperat- finals and the formality of the Ball the of the social arrangements
Business Matiager_______Dmald If. Small, '29 But even as sophisticated as the college
committee.
Miss
Jackson
bringing
Maine
in
ing with
night before and just go in for a grand
Circulation Nia"ger
The Phi Mu Delta offered the inhospiman of today has become, the public still
"or e" SiRk"eY•
j to this state.
good time!
tality across the way. Rice's red hot music
insists in placing him in a special class
Beginning with the upper end of the played its stuff here.
On the day of her visit here, there will
Address all business correspondence to the
Dr. and Mrs. Lutes
Business Manager; all other correspondence to and a model for all young men. We have I be group conferences in the Balentine campus there were the boys of Sigma Nu
and Mrs. Chase chaperoned and Ed Rose
the Editor-in-Wet.
Entered as second-class matter at the post- yet to be convinced that "little college sunparlor from 8 a.m. to 11. At 11 o'clock who staged their barn dance to the tunes was in charge of the
affair.
Unice, Orono, Maine.
Printed at the University Press, Orono, boys" should be any different from any there will be special chapel for women of the Jarvis orchestra of Brewer. ProAt
Phi
Kappa
Sigma
a wonder orchesMaine.
normal healthy boy who has not had the students. After lunch, personal and group fessor and Mrs. W. J. Sweetser and tra from the wilds of Newport
Subscription: PAO a Year
hastened
conferences will be held until 5:15 at Professor and Mrs. B. C. Kent chapadvantages of a college education. Pranks,
the pulse and made the youngsters step.
eroned time party.
Balentine.
Professor and Mrs. Bray and Mrs. Abas practised by collegians have become an
Next in line was the Theta Chi House
Preliminary discussion groups will be
were the patron and patronesses here
bott
integral part in the romance of the devel- held at Balentine on Thursday, Feb. 9, which threw- open its doors to let strains
all
the boys had a hand in getting
and
opment of the American college.
at 7 o'clock. Mr. Grube Cormack. of the of music from Cobby O'Brien's orchestra the dance together.
Honor Sickness
and
passers-by.
inveigle
float
out
all
Pat
The book Eight O'clock Chapel would State Department of Public Welfare,
Those white houses under the spreadAlmost every college in the entire be a very dull book indeed if the section will speak on social work, and Mr. Wil- Peakes did the "fixing" for his house and
ing
chestnut trees—or is it fir?—at the
lard Chase, Superintendent of Schools at Mrs. Alice N1'itherley and Professor and
country, now that examinations are at on college customs were omitted.
far
end
of the campus, Alpha Tau Omega
Smith
chaperones.
Mrs.
were
Harry
the
hand, or, as in our case, just completed, Stories, both past and present, of college ) Old Town, will lead the educational
Sigma
Chi also welcomed guests
and
Another
Cobby
orchO'Brien's
part
of
group.
is faced with the honor question. Judg- customs and pranks, all of which ultiestra played next door where the Betas during the open house revelry. At A.
ing from reports that are leaking through, mately are harmless, lead us to believe
held forth. Carroll Osgood gave the T.O. Major and Mrs. Glover chaperoned
signals for his team to carry the dance and the Goodie boys of Bangor furnished
numerous honor systems are facing their that were Maine to have more of them
through. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick snappy (?) music mostly in Y4 film%
last charge. There has been much discus- we could expect a somewhat less passive
Blue and gold streamers were used to
Youngs were the chaperones.
sion about the recent confessions of the Maine Spirit. But there is a sharp disdecorate
the house. The success of the
Everyone had a very enjosable stop---m—
students of Hunter College, in which they tinction between college pranks and just
The twenty -second annual Farmers' over at Sigma Alpha Epsilon during party was due to the untiring efforts of
faced the facts and openly admitted cheat- plain rowdyism. There is none of the Week is to be held at the college of agri- Open House. The committee, headed by "Hal" Folsom, "Jack" Walker and
ing in examinations. Yale is now having latter here at Maine, hence we have no culture March 27-30 according to the an- Wilson Hayden, had secured for the oc- "Prexy" Pearce. At Sigma Chi the
nouncement of Dr. Leon S. Merrill, dean casion a Novelty Orchestra from Chagog- dancers made merry to strains of music
a referendum regarding the advisability excuses to make for it
of
the college. The event this year and gagoggmanchaggogtsschabunagungamong. rendered by the New York Philharmonic
of continuing its system, and there are
A short while ago, the railway company
in
the
future is to be known also as "Among My Sioux Veneers" and other Orchestra—or was it that? Anyway they
many other colleges with the same which maintains and operates the TomerHome-Makers' Week because of the in- war dances were rendered with that en- made merry. Professor and Mrs. Chadtroubles.
ville Trolley between here and Bangor, creasing attendance at the home economics gaging simplicity. Eleven o'clock saw bourne chaperoned and Vaughan Daggett
We will agree with anyone who wishes held up their hands in judicial horror and meetings.
the Last of the 'Mohicans, but their place did his bit towards making the party a
interested
problem,
in the
to discuss or is
Professor Lamest S. Corbett, head of was ably filled by the Homespun Trio. success.
said that college boys must stop stealing
that, in general, honor systems are "a rides. It was a custom that might make the department of animal husbandry has Prof. and Mrs. Richard Talbot and Mrs.
good thing" and do much to contribute weak dividends! They cited one good been appointed in charge of arrangements Edith McCullum chaperoned.
(A Clipping from the Newport Recruit)
During the University of Maine game
to any university's mythical creation of reason why the practise should be stopped, for the week while Professor Pearl S. "Kappa Sigma" is always a safe answer
Green, head of the home economics de- to that "Where Shall We Go from Here, at Barracks "B" on Saturday night an
a "well-rounded individual" but balk with however, and it was that a consideration
partment, is to be responsible for the Boys" query of Open House night. Gor- accident occurred, which made a profound
the many who try to explain why student should be given to the safety of life and women's program. The heads of the don Ilither's orchestra furnished
the impression on all members of the regimorality breaks down when it comes to litnb. The country spends millions of various departments of the college arc co- music. Rudolph Lewsen, Roger Wilkins ment that were fortunate
enough to scacheating.
dollars annually in safety first propagan- operating by arranging the program of and Charles Hardy were on the commit- the game, and can very well be brought
It is much easier to determine why stu- da, and yet we have our percentage of , lectures pertaining to subjects taught by tee. The chaperones were Prof. and to the minds of those who were not presthe department.
Mrs. Mark Bailey and Mrs. Mason.
ent. During a rally in front of the Unidents cheat. Colleges are so organized fools who, nevertheless, still insist in
I Until about ten years ago farmers' The music for Phi Eta Kappa was fur- versity of Maine's
basket, after Maine
that to the average individual and finding out what makes the wheel go
week was held while college was in ses- nished by time Barleycorn Boys from had obtained the ball, one of our men
what student is'in an average individual, 'round. Intelligent instruction would
go! sion but of late years it has been necessary Bangor. E. Pluribus Uneasier and Lee tripped and fell. His opponent from the
the main point is to accumulate so many a long way to convince those who indulge, to schedule it during the college spring Wescott were in charge of the affair; University immediately stopped, reached
vacation in order to have sufficient dorm- while Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace and down and picked him up before going
"points" and get by. The graduation that stealing rides isn't worth the
risk of .
itory and class rooms available to accom- Mrs. Verrill chaperoned.
down the court to assist his team.
goal is mutual. The student wishes to a dime or a quarter. The law,
lawyers, modate the increased attendance.
Delta Tau Delta ran true to form last
That was sportsmanship in its highest
graduate, and a university wishes to grad- and even the majesty of the courts
would j Lectures, demonstrations, discussions, Saturday night and crashed
with
degree!
through
That was the action of a sportsuate students. The means to the end are have to go a long way to put
across the j business meetings. and social features will sotne potent music. None other than man, who put sportsmanship even before
the storing away of vast quantities of same idea. .N college
student can be rea- : be included to make the program inter- Frankie Shea and his Julep Joy Boys, his desire to win. This man was giving
factual information. Daily quizzes. soloed into anything much,
much easier, esting and attractive. Many speakers of at their best! Through the manly efforts all he had, and he actually scored the
weekly quizzes, and term examinations than forced into it.
prominence both within and outside of the of Harold Eclair IdacLaren and his majority of points for his team. He was
faithful retainers the Deli House was a basketball player; but even before that
are devised to get the facts. Such a sysThe railway company failed to show state are being invited to give lectures.
very attractively decorated in purple and he was a sportsman and a gentleman.
tem lends itself to cheating. When the that redeeming
quality of human undergold, the fraternity colors. The chapEvery matt in the regiment can learn
major stress is placed upon original !.,,
:diing, when they proceeded to show
erones
were Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chap- a lesson from this. Always fight hard.
daring
probably
that,
"—it
wouldn't
have
viewpoints, broad study, and what a stu- students that carfares
man and Prof. and Mrs. Warren Gameli- play hard, and work hard, but never
could be as high been done
any other way." The public
dent thinks rather than knows, a great .s. $15.85, even
al Lucas.
though they themselves
let your fight, your work or your play
probably thought the same thing, but
step will have been taken in lessening the
Lambda Chi Alpha extended an unusu- interfere with your being a gentleman
ulk, grant that no carfare was worth
here again honesty—oh. well!
fears that the student who passes has that much.
ally cordial welcome during Open House. and a sportsman.
been helped by notes in his pockets.
We dim mit understand how ,ntm siles
On the other hand the question has been could suppose that
the evil custom, or
asked, whether it really matter that stu- s rather personal
prank, has been remedied
dents cheat': Students have probably in the least.
The stimulus that prompts
heard since their grade school via's, that , anyone. be he
college man or not. lies
the cheater onlv cheats himself. "Go mire
deeply rooted than that. How dull
ahead anti cheat. v ott aren't putting any- this world
would be if we all lost our
thing over on me. you are just fooling ineenthe
to slip the bonds of restraint
summit!" Nine out of ten students that s.nct in a while!
cheat will agree with this theory. but at
•111t1C111S tit) \\row when
they steal
the same time will keep his eyes On June.
rides; railway companies do wrong when
I they resort to the judiciary as a corrective
Hickey Freeman, Adler's Rochester and Griffon Suits and Coats are the finest in the land—
Some students say. "I can't conscien- , measure;
two wrongs do not make a
Priced for quick disposal at a fraction of their real worth.
tiously admit that this examination is in- right—the
problem consequently is not
dicative of my grasp of the subject.
solved to the best interests of all parties,
whether I pass the course or fail. If this so there
$25-$30 Suits Now
$19.45
you are!
$25 Overcoats Now
$16.45
examination is not a true test of tny abil535-540
Now
Suits
$26.45
Human nature insists, that the public
$35 Overcoats Now
$23.95
ity, I can't take the chance, and fail to j in general,
$45450 Suits Now
$32.45
as well as college students will
$45,
$50
$29.65
Overcoats Now
see the wrong ill cheating." Such an atti- !
$55 $60 Suits Now
continue to "get away" with any oppor$42.45
tude is in the minority, for which we are
$60,
$65
Overcoats
$39.65
Now
Fabrics include Worsteds, Serges,
tunity that presents itself.
thankful. Until a system is des ised, and
Imported and Domestic Fabrics—
Tweeds and Cashmeres. Two and
Here are two true railway stories:
here we would like to add, that Dr. AlexThree
Button
Models,
Single and
Light and dark shades—Some Heavy
There was once an honest individual.
ander Meiklejohn, of the Wisconsin ExDouble Breasted
The conductor overlooked his customer.
Ulsters to choose from
perimental College seems to be on the
so the honest customer hailed the conducright track. that N% ill allow some elasticity
tor back to make up the missed fare. The
BOSTONIAN SHOES—DOBBS HATS AND CAPS
SHIRTS—IMPORTED SWEATERS
from the rigid restrictions of facts, the
traveller was promptly "balled out" and
entire question is one of personal moralPULLOVERS GOLF HOSE - HALF HOSE—SHIRTS AND
UNDERWEAR ARE ALL
the conductor finished by saying, "—what
ity.
ii an inspector was on and saw that. I
ON SALE AT PRICES THAT SHOUT ECONOMY.
lose me job for being careless.
If I
No More Free Car-rides!
miss 3 ou, let it go." Honesty the best
Unfortunately, we are almost wholly , po---?
devoting ourselves to the discussion of ' Reports from a Canadian university
ExclusizT but not Extensive
college morals this week. Public opin- town recently stated that the students had
ion to the contrary notwithstanding, the "painted" one of the compans's cat s,
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EDITORIALS

ANNUAL FARMERS' WEEK
WILL BE HELD IN MARCH

VIRGIE'S MID-WINTER SALE of

SUITS and OVERCOATS

E. J. VIRGIE
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lntra-Mural basketball has provided plenty of keen rivalry between the
fraternities on the campus and furnished plenty of fast and interesting
games to watch. This season has been successful thus far and certainly
promises to eclipse the games of last year. As yet no feud has started and
the competition seems to be in the right spirit, that of fraternal feeling
among the fraternities. Sonic of the contests have been very close while
others did not appear too fast.
The leagues' standing are as follows:
NORTHERN LEAGUE
Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Commons Council
Sigma Phi Sigma
Theta Chi

der (oche,
t hastened
sters step.
Mrs. Abnesses here
in getting

Percentage
1.000
.666
.500
.500
.000
.000

Patronize Our Advertisers

The biggest and best c‘ent of the )ear
will take place March t)in the form of a
real, true circus. It is to be an unusually
good performance. There are to be fat
ladies and pink lemonade, tight-rope artists and wild west shows, polar bears
and pop e..rn. and w 'ill Bill Kenyon as
•
ringmaster we are assured of a successful
entertainment. The M.C.A. and Y.W.
C.A. are putting it on with Bob Parks in
charge. The chairmen of the various
committees are: Entertainment. "Billie"
Bixby; Publicity, "Archie" Smith:
Grounds, "Doc" Moulton; Refreshments,
Sylvia Gould.

STRAND THEATRE

Dr. Edith M. Patch, head of the departmem of entomology in the Experiment
Station, was elected first vice-president
of the Entomological Society of Amen ca at a recent meeting in Nashville, Tenn.

Phi Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Eta Kappa
Lambda Chi Alpha

0
0
1
2
1
2

2
1
2
1

1.000
1.000
.666
.33.3
.000
.000

ANNOUNCEMENT

Phi Kappa
Phi Mu Delta
Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Chi
Beta Kappa

2
2
2

0
0
0
2
2
2

REPRESENTI NG

THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER OF CHICAGO
Will Be in Our Store
FRIDAY, FEB. 17th
To Present a Special Showing of

1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000

yway the
rs. Chadn Daggett
e party a

Goldsmith's Toggery Shop
10 MILL ST.

NORTHERN LEAGUE
Date
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 21
Feb. 7

Teams
Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
Theta Chi vs. Commons Council
S.A.E. vs. Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi vs. Commons Council
S.A.E. vs. Commons Council
Sigma Nu vs. Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Nu vs. Commons Council

Score
42-13
23-37
22-36
33-12
30-23
Postponed
27-31

Fri. & Sat., Feb. 10 and 11
"SORRELL & SON"
with an all star cast
Prices 10*; 25* and 354'
Mon., Feb. 13
"LADIES MUST DRESS"
An entertaining comedy with
plenty of laughs
Starring Virginia Valli &
Lawrence Gray

Thurs., Feb. 16
A good Paramount Picture
Title not confirmed at time
Campus went to press
Call Strand 400
Also usual short subjects daily

MODELS and FABRICS FOR SPRING

The Intra-mural basketball games that have been played as of February 7,
are as follows:

MINN&

Wed., Feb. 15
A good Paramount Picture
Title not confirmed at time
Campus went to press
Call Strand 400

MR. P. J. HERON

SOUTHERN LEAGUE

ORONO MAINE

Tues., Feb. 14
Marion Davies in
"THE FAIR CO-ED"
An amusing comedy with a rontantic twist in it, the action of
which unfolds in a College.
You'll like this one

CENTRAL LEAGUE
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1
2
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1

Won
1
2
1
2
0
0
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CAMPUS

The University of Maine Band played
at thy seventh WAB1 concert in Bangor
January 22 at the Uni‘ersalist Church.
These concerts are given by the Unitersalist Church each Sunday evening
during the winter.
The program comprised the following
selections:
University of Maine Band March
Crosby
Auber
Overture Fra Diatolo
Rollinson
Fantasie for Euphonium
(Baritone solo by Karl Larsen)
McCaughey
March Fort Lawton
Gavotte Louis XIII
Platiguette
Chimes of Normandie
Colcord Fenstad
Stein Song
The band was conducted by Delmar
Lovejoy '28 and Karl Larsen '28

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL RESULTS
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REAM' MADE AND CUSTOM-TAILORED CLOTHES
II-'c Invite l'our Inspection

NOTE: Every Wednesday we
show
"THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA PHOTOPLAYS"
At no advance in price
"Always a Good Show at the
Strand"

Patronize Our Advertisers

_
CENTRAL LEAGUE
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Delta Tau Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Gamma Delta
Delta Tau Delta vs. Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta vs. Phi Eta Kappa
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Gamma Delta
Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Gamma Delta

12
14
17
19
21
24
7

18-22
25-15
14-42
27-8
11-18
Postponed
10-35

tit
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Beta Kappa is. Phi Mu Delta
A.T.O. vs. Sigma Chi
Phi Kappa vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
Beta Kappa vs. Phi Kappa
A.T.O. vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
Phi Mu Delta vs. Sigma Chi

10
14
14
19
21
24

6-46
34-12
36-8
7-60
28-16
24-12

GIRLS' RIFLE SCHEDULE
GO-TO-CHURCH SUNDAY
WILL COME ON FEB. 19 Feb. 8 University of Idaho
to Church Sunday has become an
stablished institution, and upon that day
.1 special effort is made to attend divine
worship in the church of one's choice.
The custom is excellent provided it is fol1,,‘‘vtl in the correct spirit. It is a time
\then one is expected to show a little
111.'re attention to the observance of the
Sabbath Day and to take a count of stock
4.1 the past and to plan for the future. Going to church on this day does not excuse us from past or future attendance.
N., matter what one's religion may be.
-nrely he or she is a better man or
\umian for a study at least once a week
..1 the higher things of life.
Sunday, Feb. 19, will be Go-to-Church
stiiiday this year at Maine.

Feb. 22
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Mar. 3
Mar. 7
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 23

University of Wyoming
Keene Normal
Michigan State College
Coniell University
University of Maryland
George Washington
West Virginia
University of Nebraska

H. A. Mitchell
Tel 61-2

5t

Fruit, Confectionery
and Smokes
Ice Cream and Punch for
Banquets
WHOLESALE 8c RETAIL

Coronado
blazed the trail

4

1,
.....

1

THE PLACE TO BUY
SKIS, SKI POLES
SNOW SHOES and SNOW SHOE HARNESSES
Also a full line of Shellac and Floor Wax at low priceFloor Waxer to rent by day or week

W. A. MOSHER CO.

Today the telephone
(.1
maker eke
the near ,weet.

4

As explorer and discoverer in the great
south est, Coronado pioneered a trail which
telephone lines now traverse.
To project and construct these lines across
plain and desert and over mountain range
was also the work of pioneers, men not
afraid to grapple with the frontiers either

of geography or of scientific knowledge.
Men of the Hell system have penetrated
through trackless problems of research, of
manufacture, of telephone operation and of
management. They purpose to continue
their advance, all in the interest of better
service to America.

BELL SYSTEM
ATHLETIC UNDERWEAR, TRUNKS IN
ALL SHADES
MANHATTAN MAKE
ExchistzT Agcnc.,‘

tif nation-aide witm cf 18,000,000 inter-eunne,mig te4shones
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B. K. Hillson's
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PRISM PICTURES
ALUMNI HALL
Saturday, Feb. II, 1928
Sophomore Eagles
1:0U P.M.
Chi Omega
1:15 P.M.
Y.W.C.A.
1:30 P.M.
Alpha Omicron Pi
1:45 P.M.
All Maine ‘Vomen
2:00 P.M.
1Vomen's Athletic Council
2:15 11.11.
Women's Student Govt.
Council
2:30 I'M
Freshman Girls Basketball
TeaDI
2:45 P.M.
Delta Delta Delta
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
Phi Mu
Girls Varsity Basketball
4:00 P.M.
Team
For any change in time see Mary Robinson, Women's Organization Editor.
Sunday, Feb. 12. 1928
10:00 A . M.
Sigma Nu
10:15 A.M.
S.A.E.
10:30 A.M.
A. T. 0.
10:45 A.M.
Tau Beta Pi

11.:00 A.M
Kappa Phi Kappa
11:15 A.M.
Xi Sigma Pi
11:30 A.M.
Kappa 1,aninia
11:45 A.M.
M. C. A.
1:00 P.M .
Track Club
1:15 P.M.
Men's Hide Team
1:30 P.M.
Maine Debating Society
1:45 P.M.
Delta Sigma Mu
4:00 P.M.
Varsity Relay
2:15 P.M.
Maine Nlusical Club
2:30 P.M.
Instrumental Club
2:45
Maine Band
3:00 P.M.
i sin Board
3:15 P.M.
Line Masque
3:30 P.M.
Phi Kappa Sigma
3:45 P.M.
Scabbard and Blade
4:00 P.M.
Freshman Basketball
4:15 P.M.
Varsity Basketball
It is very necessary that each group be
at the old gym exactly at the time given
on the schedule because of the large number of pictures to be taken. If it is impossible for any group to be at the gym
at the time specified, please notify either
Mary Robinson at Balentine or "Russ"
Coggitts at the Beta House

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
•
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BANGOR, MAINE
Resources Over $19,000,000.00

MAINE

CAMPUS

ORGAN DEDICATION
University of Maine

CO-EDS WILL BE GIVEN
Capt. Vermette Becomes
New Cadet Commandant MOTOR ABILITY TESTS

VESPER SERVICE
Sunday, Feb. 12, 1928
at 4 P.M.
ALUMNI HALL

—Si -We are living in an age when efficiency
is spelled with capital letters. No individual can be one hundred per cent efficient mentally or socially who is physicalOrgan Prelude Aria
ly inefficient. No individual can be physiG. F. Handel
cally efficient whose body mechanics are
Doxology
poor or whose organs do not function
Scripture Reading
properly. To be absolutely efficient an
(Pres. Boardman)
individual should be in good health acOrgan: (a) Prelude and Fugue
cording to the accepted standards of
in B-flat
J. S. Bach
health, should be sound organically, have
(b) Song m ithout Words
good health habits, be possessed of endurJ. BOIllit ;
ance and strength, be well poised, enPrayer (Dr. Moulton)
dowed with mental and moral qualities
Solo (Mr. Dudley)
which makes him socially valuable, and
Address (Dr. Moulton)
be capable of certain definite high neuroOrgan: (a) Berceuse
muscular control as exhibited in his reA. Jarnefeit
actions to certain motor ability tests.
(b) Festal March
Few students realize that health is only
Emile Leblanc
A regular twenty minute assembly will a by-product of physical education. It
Organ Postlude: Improvisation
be held on Monday, February 13th. This is a tangible thing which will surely reassembly is to give the students who at- sult because through the vigorous activiMr. Robert W. White, Organist
tended the Student Volunteer Convention ties under hygienic conditions every organ
-at Detroit an opportunity to report on in the body will act normally.
the Convention. After the opening exThe Department of Physical Education
ercises three of Maine's delegates will for Vomen is giving a series of motor
speak for a few minutes. These will be ability tests.
These do for physical eduFred Thompson, Virginia Smith and cation what the various mental tests
do
—m—
Mary Robinson.
for other educational fields. That is,
The seventh annual Winter Carnival
51
they attempt to provide an objective Ball was held Friday
evening, February
Former Instructor Here Gives
standard for measuring the individual's 4, and proved to be about
the most sucResults of Study of Grades
inherent capacity. In this case it is that cessful that has
ever been held. This ball
(Continued from Page (ne)
capacity which permits her to learn and is the biggest social
event here during the
become proficient in motor skills. How- winter season
and a large attendance was
difference was not found to exist between
ever, like the mental tests, they actually a proof of its
popularity,
the marks of the fraternity men and the
succeed in measuring what exists at the
The gymnasium was very well decoranon-fraternity men at the University of
time of measurement—in this case, her ted so that the
bare appearance of the
Maine. Since this fact is derived from
skill, strength, neuro-muscular coordina- place was covered
up. Colored lights
such a comprehensive set of figures extion, and fundamental ability.
were strung along under the balcony and
tending nver a period of eleven years it
Each part of the tests offers the girl a a sort of ceiling was arranged from which
at least suggests that a fraternity environfor comparing her motor efficiency festoons of white crepe paper moss hung
norm
ment does not affect the scholastic
down giving a very pretty effect. The
achievement of the average college stu- with that of others.
Students who pass the tests, thus dem- customary booths for the different fradent."
onstrating their superior physical ability, ternities were arranged around the hall
need no longer elect elementary sections and each booth had the fraternity's shield
in physical education. In such sections or banner for a decorative effect.
the main purpose of instruction lies in
A ten piece orchestra made up of the
teaching fundamental activities, by means U. of M. Troubadours and Tom Kane's
of elementary coordinational drills, with- Band played. Professor and Mrs. Polout offering the individual much oppor- lard and Dean and Mrs. Clark were the
tunity to excel. Each such student, in- patrons and patronesses.
stead, may elect from a number of activiAs in former years the Intra-Mural
ties offered by the department, having Association were responsible for the
thus the opportunity to become more ef- Carnival Ball and Fred Thompson and
ficient in her favorite activity.
Gordon Walker were in charge of arThese tests are not to be regarded as rangements.
\I-the ultimate object of physical education.
They serve two purposes at this university : (1) They offer a yardstick, a
measuring rod of ability; (2) They serve
as a sort of hurdle which, if accomplished,
m—
opens the way to something more diffiA University of Maine Deputation
cult, more worth while. In connection
with the second purpose, they not only team spent last week end at the Eastern
stimulate muscular development, which Maine Conference Seminary in Bucksmany people assume to be the only aim port.
The team which was under the leaderof physical education, but they assist in
training the intellect, guiding the judg- ship of Clifford Simpson, associate secrement. and developing the social and moral tary of the U. of M., Y.M.C.A. consisted of:
standards.
Miss Arlene Robbins, Miss Janet Roney, Mr. Linwood Cheney, and Mr. Alfred Rackley.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Sunday morning Miss Robbins and
Mr. Rackley spoke at the Congregational
Church, while Miss Roney and Mr. ChenLOCAL AGENTS
ey spoke at the Methodist Church. Miss
Fon
Robbins and Mr. Cheney talked on the
"Responsibility of Being a Christian'
while Miss Roney and Mr. Rackley had
ATWATER KENT
for their subject "I low does the Christian
differ front the non-Christian?"
ELECTRIC
Sunday night a united meeting of all
the churches was held. At this time the
subject mas foreign missions.
Mr. Cheney told about the Student VolPARK
unteer Comm claim) recently held in Det ri'it. NI ichigan.
HARDWARE
Modern missionaries was the subject
if
Miss Roney's talk while Miss Robbins
ORONO, ME.
case objections to foreign missions awl
Mr Rackley answered her objections.
Word has just been published that
Raymond E. Vertnette, U.S.A. stationed
mith the military department of the Uni‘ersity of Maine has been promoted to
a captaincy in the regular army.
.Captain Vermette has been at the
University for the last three years, coming here from the Fifth Infantry stationed at Portland, Maine.
The promotion has been approved by
Congress and Captain Vermette assumes
his new duties at once.
He is to be commandant of cadets, relieving Captain Ready who will act as an
instructor for the rest of the school year.
Major Glover and Captain Ready will
leave the college at the end of this year
and Vermette will be in charge.

CARNIVAL BALL HAS
LARGE ATTENDANCE

Deputation Team Visits
E.M.C.S. at Bucksport

RADIOS
FREI) (..

Dist i lig! Wied in- a favor that places it
first
IT Is a natural pride that Camel feels for
its triumph,. Not only did it lead the
field shortl after its introduction. It
passed steadily On with each succeeding
year until today it holds a place in public favor higher than any other smoke
ever reached. Camel is supreme with
modern smokers.
Obviously. there is a quality here
that particular ?woken appreciate. It

"For That Last Touch of Feminine Charm"
LET US HELP YOU
NIANICCRING—SHAMPOOIN(i—MASSAGIN(;
MARCEL AND PERMANENT WAVING
SCALP TREATMENTS
Call 95 for an Appointment

is indeed the myriad qualitie4 of perfection that are to he found in the
cheice,t tobaccos grown. And the art of
Nature is aided by a blending that unfold, each delicate taste and fragrance.
You will more than like Camels.
You will find a solace in them every
smoking hour. Their mildness and
nielltow tiers are ;'ti endless pleasure.
-Hare

unches put up
to take out

R. J. IRLYINULDb TOBACCO
(.01,IPANI. W 1 N8TON•SALEM, N.
C.

MILl

C 111.17

Strand Beauty Parlor
OVER STRAND T II EATRL
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ORONO RESTAURANT
'A good tlact to ratHome-made
pastry
Reasonable Prices
S1RF.ET
ORONO. ME
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